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February 18, 2016

Dear colleagues,

I am delighted to introduce the Celebration of Faculty Scholarship. This program began in 2008, and honors those members of our scholarly community who have published peer-reviewed books and articles, or who have completed creative works, in the past year.

Today, we recognize 254 works by 102 faculty members in the College of Arts & Sciences, the College of Professional Studies, and the Crummer Graduate School of Business. Our faculty colleagues are an extraordinary group. Rollins, of course, prizes great teaching, but the best teachers are also active scholars and creators who incorporate their academic and creative work in their teaching. Thus, those who publish and create add to disciplinary knowledge, strengthen the academy and the community, and uphold Rollins’ tradition of excellence.

Please join me in offering congratulations to the faculty whose works we are celebrating!

With best wishes,

Craig M. McAllaster, EdD
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Faculty Scholarship 2015

Books


Edited Books

**Amy Armenia, Associate Professor of Sociology**


**Alexander Boguslawski, Professor of Russian**


**Rosana Díaz-Zambrana, Professor of Spanish**

Marc Fetscherin, Associate Professor of International Business


Halil Kiymaz, Professor, Crummer Graduate School of Business


**Book Chapters**

Alexander Boguslawski, Professor of Russian


Carol Bresnahan, Professor of History


Julian Chambliss, Associate Professor of History


Thomas Cook, Professor of Philosophy and Religion


Kimberly Dennis, Associate Professor of Art and Art History


Marc Fetscherin, Associate Professor of International Business


Todd E. French, Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Religion


Michael Gunter, Professor of Political Science


Renee Hotchkiss, Associate Professor, Health Professions


Jill Jones, Professor of English


Halil Kiymaz, Professor, Crummer Graduate School of Business


Lee Lines, Professor of Environmental Studies


Jana Mathews, Assistant Professor of English


Paul Reich, Associate Professor of English

Maria Ruiz, Professor of Psychology


Michelle Stecker, Visiting Assistant Professor of Social Entrepreneurship and Business


Patricia Tomé, Associate Professor of Spanish


Jonathan Walz, Assistant Professor of Archaeology and Anthropology


Tonia Warnecke, Associate Professor of Social Entrepreneurship and Business


Journal Articles

Anna Alon, Associate Professor of International Business


Ilan Alon, Professor of International Business


Benjamin Balak, Associate Professor of Economics

Balak, Benjamin, and Charlotte Trinquet. “Cypherpunks in the Chambre Bleue: A 21st Century Gamified Pedagogy to Teach the Social Networks of the 17th
Century at the Intersection of Intellectual Culture and Political-Economics.”

Rick Bommelje, Professor of Communication


Dexter Boniface, Professor of Political Science


Michele Boulanger, Assistant Professor of International Business


Dan Chong, Associate Professor of Political Science


Ed Cohen, Professor of English


Karen Z. Consalo, Adjunct Professor, Hamilton Holt School


Mary Conway Dato-on, Associate Professor, Crummer Graduate School of Business


Conway Dato-on, Mary and Sharmistha Banerjee. “Spiritual Drivers of Motivations and Outcomes for Women Entrepreneurs in India, Mexico, and the USA.” Paper presented at the 5th International Conference of Integrating Spirituality and Organizational Leadership, Chicago, IL, September 10-13, 2015.

Conway Dato-on, Mary and Ales Jug. “Are Times Changing? Proposals for


Gloria Cook, Professor of Music


Henrique Correa, Professor, Crummer Graduate School of Business


Whitney Coyle, Visiting Assistant Professor of Physics


Marc Fetscherin, Associate Professor of International Business


Bobby Fokidis, Assistant Professor of Biology


Fokidis, H. Bobby, Lorin Neuman-Lee, Austin Spence, Marilize Van der Walt, Geoffrey Smith, Susan Durham, and Susannah French. “Food Restriction and Chronic Stress Alter Energy Use and Affect Immunity in an Infrequent Feeder.”


Theodore Gournelos, Assistant Professor of Communication


Joshua Hammonds, Assistant Professor of Communication


Fiona Harper, Associate Professor of Biology


Paul Harris, Professor of Psychology


Nathan Hosburgh, Discovery & Systems Librarian and Assistant Professor


John Houston, Professor of Psychology


Mark Johnston, Professor, Crummer Graduate School of Business


S. Ashley Kistler, Associate Professor of Anthropology

Kistler, S. Ashley. “A Bottle of Gin, a Kola Nut, and a Chicken: A Celebration of the


**Halil Kiymaz, Professor, Crummer Graduate School of Business**


**John Kuhn, Visiting Associate Professor, Crummer Graduate School of Business**


**Thomas Lairson, Professor of Political Science**


**Richard Lewin, Associate Professor of International Business**


**Susan Libby, Professor of Art and Art History**

Greg Marshall, Professor, Crummer Graduate School of Business


Dorothy Mays, Head of Public Services and Associate Professor


Margaret McLaren, Professor of Philosophy and Religion


Hesham Mesbah, Associate Professor of Communication


Ruth Matilde Mesavage, Professor of French


Kyle S. Meyer, Executive-In-Residence, Crummer Graduate School of Business


Susan Montgomery, Public Services Librarian and Assistant Professor


Thomas Moore, Professor of Physics


**Emily Nodine, Visiting Assistant Professor of Environmental Studies**


**Maurice O’Sullivan, Professor of English**


**David Painter, Lecturer in Communication**


**Denise Parris, Visiting Assistant Professor of Business and Social Entrepreneurship**


**Timothy Pett, Associate Professor of Business and Social Entrepreneurship**


**Ron Piccolo, Professor, Crummer Graduate School of Business**


**Jennifer Queen, Associate Professor of Psychology**


**Marc Sardy, Associate Professor of International Business**


**William Seyfried, Professor, Crummer Graduate School of Business**


**Steven St. John, Professor of Psychology**


**R. Bruce Stephenson, Professor of Environmental Studies**


**Anne Stone, Assistant Professor of Communication**


**Kathryn Sutherland, Associate Professor of Biology**


**Zeynep Teymuroglu, Assistant Professor of Mathematics**

Patricia Tomé, Associate Professor of Spanish


Martina Vidovic, Associate Professor of Economics


Anca Voicu, Associate Professor of Economics


Susan Walsh, Assistant Professor of Biology


Jonathan Walz, Assistant Professor of Archaeology and Anthropology


Tonia Warnecke, Associate Professor of Social Entrepreneurship and Business


Keenan Yoho, Associate Professor, Crummer Graduate School of Business


**Creative Works**

**Charles Archard, Artist-In-Residence, Music**


Archard, Charles. Jazz Concert with Chris Rottmayer and Walt Hubbard, Pilar’s, Winter Garden, FL, October 4, 2015.


Archard, Charles. Jazz Concert with Chris Rottmayer and Walt Hubbard, Pilar’s, Winter Garden, FL, September 27, 2015.

Archard, Charles. Recording Session with Larry and Tracy Coryell, Eastern Sky Studios, Orlando, FL, April 21, 2015.


**Melissa Barnes, Associate Professor of Theatre Arts & Dance**


Barnes, Melissa. Director and Choreographer. *A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum*. City Theatre, Austin, TX, August 2015.


Barnes, Melissa. Director. *Frozen*. kidsActing Studio, Austin, TX, August 2015.

Barnes, Melissa. Director and Choreographer. *Into the Woods*. Center Stage Texas, Austin, TX, July 2015.


**Julian Chambliss, Associate Professor of History**


**David Charles, Associate Professor of Theatre Arts & Dance**


Charles, David. Creator, Director, Host, and/or Improviser. *ImproOrientation; Variations on a Theme; Cut To . . .; and RIP Tag*. Rollins Improv Players. August 2014-August 2015.


Charles, David. Professional performer. *Two To Go; Three for All; Four on the Floor*. SAK Corporate Performances. August 2014-August 2015.
Lisa Cody-Rapport, Resident Artist-In-Design, Theatre Arts & Dance


Gloria Cook, Professor of Music


Daniel Crozier, Professor of Music


Matthew Forsythe, Lecturer in English

**Julia Foster, Assistant Professor of Music**


**Carol Frost, Professor of English**


Kevin Griffin, Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts and Dance


Dana Hargrove, Associate Professor of Art and Art History


Arisa Kusumi Sullivan, Adjunct Professor of Voice


Robert Miller, Artist-In-Residence, Theatre Arts and Dance


Dawn Roe, Associate Professor of Art and Art History


**Joni Roos, Artist-In-Residence, Music**


**Rachel Simmons, Professor of Art and Art History**


**John Sinclair, Professor and Director of Music**


Sinclair, John. Conductor. Ernst Wilhelm Wolf’s *Osterkantate*, Recorded by the

**Patricia Tomé, Associate Professor of Spanish**


**Eric Zivot, Associate Professor of Theatre Arts and Dance**


**Other**

**Alexander Boguslawski, Professor of Russian**


**Erin Gallagher, E-Resources and Serials Librarian and Assistant Professor**


**Michael Gunter, Professor of Political Science**


**Susan Lackman, Professor of Music**


**Carol Lauer, Professor of Anthropology**


**Catherine Littler, Lecturer in English**


**Margaret McLaren, Professor of Philosophy and Religion**


**Susan Montgomery, Public Services Librarian and Assistant Professor**

Montgomery, Susan. Review of *Immigration History Research Center & Archives.* *CHOICE* 52, no. 5.

**Daniel Myers, Assistant Professor of Mathematics**


**Rachel Newcomb, Professor of Anthropology**


**Derrick Paladino, Associate Professor of Counseling, Hamilton Holt School**


**Zhaochang Peng, Assistant Professor of Economics**

Peng, Zhaochang. “Feed the World: GMO is Not the Best Choice.” *The Paper (Pengpai)*.

**Dawn Roe, Associate Professor of Art and Art History**


**MacKenzie Moon Ryan, Assistant Professor of Art and Art History**


**William Svitavsky, Emerging Services Librarian and Associate Professor**


**Jonathan Walz, Assistant Professor of Archaeology and Anthropology**


